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Preface 

Rakshak Foundation was founded in 2006 by a group of concerned citizens from 
India’s elite educational institutions working in USA. It was in the manner of giving 
back in a small way to United States and India, countries that had provided them so 
much in terms of opportunities. The Foundation seeks to create an informed 
society, aware of its rights and duties, and attempts to address barriers to an 
equitable and just society. Rakshak Foundation has been submitting well 
researched opinions on various bills being considered for presentation to the 
Indian Parliament. Rakshak Foundation has been invited by the Parliamentary 
Committees of the Rajya Sabha three times in the past two years to depose before 
them and present their views on proposed Bills which would affect the whole 
nation once they are enacted by the Parliament. 
The intern is a first year engineering student in Birla Institute of Technology and 
Sciences Pilani. The intern has special interest in improving governing agencies 
and above stated topic deals with the important part of governing agency, that is 
police. The Intern has keen interest in taking up such topic and has interest in 
researching these topics and going into the intricacies of these social Issues. 
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Executive Summary 

 

In a country like India with such huge divergence of culture, and ethnicity the Law 
of the country have also not been spared. The literacy rate as we all know 
according to the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) India is yet to reach its 
target. In this situation it is seen that people are not aware of their Rights and 
Duties in Criminal Cases. They have created misconceptions about Police 
Complaints/FIR. This Project started with the aim to locate the loopholes in the 
society which has created this mess by not imparting legal education among the 
general mass. 
 
Due to the constraint of time and feasibility, the intern has restricted the project 
only to the Uttar Pradesh police and area of field visits to Noida and Greater Noida 
region. Public perception has been taken from this region only. Control room setup 
and 1090 power line setup was observed in the Lucknow. 
 
This project was focused on complaint/FIR registration and loopholes in the 
current procedure. The intern has overlooked the topics like arrest, bail and 
interrogation. Outcomes of this project will help in improving public perception 
regarding before said terms. Indirectly it will help in image of the police in public.  
 
Project started with understanding of basic terms like complaint and FIR, 
cognizable and non-cognizable offences, etc. Discussions with the Mentor gave an 
idea about what the police infer from these definitions. The intern visited many 
police stations in Noida, Lucknow, Faizabad and Greater Noida, to get first-hand 
experience of registering FIR/complaint. In the second half of the project the 
intern observed control room and power line setup. Public opinion was also taken 
in the same period. Finally conclusions and recommendations were discussed with 
the mentor and co-interns to remove delinquencies in it.      
 
Key Findings: 
Some misconceptions in the public: 

 You can go to the police station for any matter 
 Every time you go to the police station you are supposed  to register an FIR 
 Every case is not registered  
 Case must be registered in the same area where crime has happened 
 There is a fixed time period for registering the cases 
 There will be male officers to address my complaints(for ladies 

complainant) 
 Every legal step takes time and money 

Some points raised by the police officials: 
 Why we don’t register all the cases? 

a. Lack of investigation officers 
b. Lack of investigation equipments and infrastructural setups 
c. Pressure from senior officials and even SHOs 
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d. Excessive burden of work which results in reluctance towards petty 
cases 

e. Frequent frivolous cases 
  

 Why we try to show minimal crime? 
      f. Crime statistics and comparison of it with non-functioning police 
system 

g. Same as above said a and b   
 

Recommendations: 
a. Blank copies of FIR should be kept at police stations   
b. Online portal for missing and lost report 
c. A  separate mechanism for regularly informing the complainant about the 

case 
d. Regulation of writing staff 
e. Chapter should be drafted related to the police administration for 

secondary school students 
f. Legal awareness amongst the public should be improved by regularly 

informing them through workshops, social media, NGOs 
g. Strictly restricting day officers to their work  i.e. Public handling 
h. Special team only to work with revenue department 
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Proposed Action Points 

After having various field visits and interacting with both the parties i.e. the police 

as well as the public the following actions if implemented would help in improving 

the current interface. 

 The Ministry of Human Resource and Development has to bring in a chapter 

in the basic curriculum of secondary education, which would contain the 

basics of the police administration, its evolution or history, the hierarchy 

involved, how to file an F.I.R., increasing the public-police interaction. 

 The central as well as the state governments have to be well aware of the 

existing conditions and then allocate the budget accordingly. For ex. The 

increase in the number of vehicles should have come with an increase in the 

drivers and the fuel that the new cars would require. Also there is no fund 

for the maintenance of the old vehicles. 

 General complaint form which could save the time of both parties should be 

introduced in the police station. Exact details of it are provided in the 

recommendation section.  

 Day officers should be restricted to the work of public handling which will 

impart a positive impression on the complainant.  

 Special team to work on land disputes should be formed wherever 

necessary. Intention behind it is land dispute cases are very frequent and it 

is should be solved by revenue department. 

 The media is largely responsible for forming perception of the people. Apart 

from showing the shortcomings and examples of ignorance by the police 

agency, it should show also the other side of the coin. If it continues to act as 

an aberrant to the situations from originality just to get popularity at the 

cost of misguiding the public, it will have to be regulated. 

 The NGOs working on police reforms for example Common Human Rights 

Initiative have to work to spread the awareness amongst the public. They 

have to coordinate with the police and act accordingly. Whether through 

pamphlets, street plays, newspaper articles etc., they have to come up with 

initiatives to educate the general public. Funding from CSR can be arranged 
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by these NGO to arrange workshops even in urban areas where legal 

literacy is lacking  
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Main Body 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background Information 

1.1.1. Indigenous police system: 
The Zamindar was responsible for peace in his area and to restore any stolen 
property. It was responsibility of the headman (village watchman) to keep watch 
at night, observe all arrivals and departures and any suspicious activities. It was 
his duty to detect thieves and if failed to do so, he was supposed to make up for the 
amount of value (in his limits and remaining amount was levied among whole 
village). 
 
1.1.2. British era changes: 
British’s transferred power from Zamindar to District magistrate who used to have 
Daroga and 30-50 Burkundazes under his authority. He received Rs 10 for every 
dacoit apprehended and 10% of value of stolen property if the thief is convicted. 
Interestingly, effects were far from satisfactory. There was a marked increase of 
crime everywhere, robberies and murders, accompanied by the most atrocious and 
deliberate cruelties. In 1814, the court condemned the appointing of Darogas and 
insisted village police as the best for the internal security. 

1.1.3. UP Police: 

UP Police is the largest police force in the world working under a single 

command. The Uttar Pradesh Police was formed in 1861 when the Indian Police 

Act came to enactment. After so many years there haven’t been any major changes 

in the governing laws. In last few years UP police has been soft target for all. Every 

crime in UP is being highlighted in such a way that common public has lost its faith 

on the police. Interestingly not all the facts that are popular in the public are true. 

Many people just pass the rumors without personal experience. So the problem 

has been created by both sides i.e. the public and the police. In India, registration of 

crime is major road block. Police force is bounded by the laws while public want 

speedy and complete redressal of their grievance. Over the years shift from the 

colonial police to the people’s police yet to be completed. Recent amendments are 

helping in improving the situation, but paperwork has to be reached at ground 

level.                   

 

 

1.2 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the society 

Society needs better policing and policing needs better society. 
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In Indian movies police are portrayed as extremist, either a villain who pressurizes 
poor and work for higher class or a superhero who kills 10 men in a single fight. 
The original grey shaded police never get exposed. People start expecting more 
and more from the policemen. If they fail to give their best in some instances, 
without any brain exercise general public assumes that all the police staff is 
lethargic and there is no one to help them out. This fire of rumors gets aggravated. 
The basic problem starts with understanding of the law and its misinterpretation. 
The general public doesn’t know their legal rights. We lack in basic legal education 
at school level. For an instance, most of us do not know that ‘In non-cognizable 
cases, the police do not have authority to start investigation on their selves. The 
police will start the investigation in such cases only when they get orders from the 
magistrate.’ Without taking this into consideration public start blaming police as 
reluctant to their help.  
The audio-visual media is the key factor in the determining perception. TRP forces 
visual media to show only the content that will attract the general audience. There 
is common tendency that audience show deep interest in the negative side rather 
than positive. We sit in front of TV, every day at 9.00pm to see how an anchor 
muzzles the eminent person sitting next to him. This creates bad perception in our 
mind, though we don’t know the truth. For this project I have interviewed many 
S.H.Os. One incident that I have experienced regarding how print media can 
manipulate the news. I am not quoting exact news, but only the crux of it. 
According to that newspaper, one 15 year old girl was allegedly kidnaped from 
home. She was taken to some remote place by 2 juveniles and one 18 year boy, she 
was raped and thrown outside the village.’ When I asked about same thing to the 
S.H.O. he said ,not a single sign of rape was found on girl after all forensic 
investigation. This fake case was registered by girl’s family members. But the 
impact made by the news which was out through media already created a bad 
image of police in public irrespective of the reality. 
The next problem and a big headache to the police is the nature of the complaint. 
While discussing with one of the S.H.O. I found out the varying nature of 
complaints. It was ranging from family disputes to land acquisition, No electricity 
in individual’s house to stolen college ID card. It was mentioned in Indian Police 
commission, 1902-03 that petty offences should be solved at local level to reduce 
the burden of the police and the judiciary. To be specific many colleges require FIR 
copy if anyone wants a duplicate I card, even though for missing things there is 
prescription of missing report. 
Negative perception creates pseudo feeling of insecurity in the society. More and 
more people lose their faith in the law. Indirect effects include reluctance by the 
investors to invest in that specific area, entailing economic growth. 

 

 

General misconceptions and real truth: 

 You can go to the police station for any matter 
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No. You cannot go to the police station for any grievance. The intern has 

observed that the public come to the police station with ANY type of 

complainant. Common example is land disputes. It should be addressed by 

Tahasildar but public come to the police. It can be compared to traditional 

Indian culture of mom and dad. Though small disputes between siblings can be 

solved by mom but every child thinks that dad will solve it and give strict 

punishment as he can do it by threatening. Public thinks that the police 

department is made up of HARKAAMIs, which is a term given in ancient India 

to the person who used to do all tasks. If anyone sits in the police station 

(especially rural) for 3-4 hours, s/he can easily observe that out of total cases 

60%-80% cases are somehow related to land disputes.             

 Every time you go to the police station you are supposed  to register an FIR 

No. FIR is meant for only cognizable offences,in which police officer has 

authority to arrest without warrant. e. g. Murder, Rape, Robbery etc. There are 

different types of complaint registers in the police station, like missing report, 

lost report etc.   

 Every case is not registered 

This is bit controversial statement about its truthfulness. In reality, yes today 

also many cases are not registered. But according to the law every case should 

be registered. Section 154 under CrPC says,’ Every information relating to the 

commission of a cognizable offence, if given orally to an officer in charge of a 

police station, SHALL be reduced to writing by him or under his direction, and 

be read over to the informant; and every such information, whether given in 

writing or reduced to writing as aforesaid, shall be signed by the person giving 

it, and the substance thereof shall be entered in a book to be kept by such 

officer in such form as the State Government may prescribe in this behalf’. After 

a overlook you will find that there is no problem in this statement but look 

carefully again. The word shall(underlined) created loop-whole through which 

police officer try to deny registering the case. But in famous case of Lalita 

Kumari vs Govt. of UP and others, SC has said, the use of expression "shall" 

clearly manifest the mandatory statutory intention. So you can always ask for 

right to register your cognizable case. In case of Non-cognizable offences police 

has to mention your complaint in GD and suggest you to go to the magistrate.      

 Case must be registered in the same area where crime has happened 

No. Section 154 under CrPC doesn’t restricts police officer to register any FIR 

for which crime has not happened in their area of jurisdiction. For NC 

complaints state regulations mandated police to accept the complaint and 

forward it to the concerned police stations      
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 There is a fixed time period for registering the cases 

No. There is no time to register the case as crime doesn’t happen in certain time 

period. SHOs and other constables are supposed to be on duty for 24 hours.   

 There will be male officers to address my complaints 

This was common misconception amongst women complainant. Again this will 

be  doubtful if someone say that, orders are sent to all police station regarding 

women helpdsesk and female attender. But reality doesn’t reflect the 

paperwork. The intern didn’t find women help desk in any of the police station 

visited. Even recent amendment suggest that rape victims has freedom to 

choose the place and time to register and give the details.          

 

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 

 To understand the difference between a complaint and FIR, Cognizable and 

Non-Cognizable offence. 

 Process of registration of FIR in a Police Station. 

 To discuss the need and importance of knowing Arrest, Bail, Charge sheet 

definitions for the society. 

 Understand Legal provisions and the actual practice at every step in 

criminal cases in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

 Study and discuss Public perceptions and their expectations and the legal 

limitations at every step. 

 Conduct a study on the level of awareness in people regarding their rights 

and duties in these issues 
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2. Methodology 

 

2.1 Literature Search 

Project required literature study only for understanding the terms and whether a 
similar project has done in the past. Indian Penal Code and Code of criminal 
procedure was main sources for former reason. Section 154 and 156 under CrPC 
gave important information about registration of offence. All the definitions in the 
above stated acts are very nascent stage and left for judiciary to further 
interpretation. For history of policing in India, report given by Indian police 
commission, 1902-03 was helpful. It helped me to understand the changes made 
by Britishers and its impacts (reference already made in introduction).Report 9 on 
‘Reluctance of the Public to Aid the Police in the Detection of Crime and Crime 
Reporting at Police Stations (1973)’ by FTR Colaso and KS Shukla contains data 
similar to this project. Report 51 on ‘Public Complaints in Selected Urban Police 
Stations of Delhi (1980)’ by Surat Misra and JC Arora gave insightful comments on 
nature of complaints and public satisfaction regarding non-cognizable complaints. 
The main problem encountered while going through both reports was, both were 
written 35 -42 years back. Conditions and public awareness are different now. The 
‘know your rights’ series by CHRI was comprehensive in knowing arrest, bail, 
interrogation, FIR and rights of citizen in these matter. 
     

2.2 Field Visits 
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Place/Person of visit     Outcome from discussion 

Circle Office 

Bisrakh 

The first field visit was totally eye-

opening for the intern. Suppose, the 

police registers 3 cases per day, which 

in turn leads to 90 cases per month, 

with each report being of 20 pages 

roughly. This creates lot of burden and 

without digitalization a number of 

pending cases pile up. 

Unnecessary time of S.H.O. is consumed 

by judiciary in states not having the 

commissionrate system. 

VIP duty is a major task which should be 

given solely to separate department of 

police. 

Beat system should also involve general 

meeting with public.  

Noida sector 20 police station 

This field visit was planned to get first- 

hand experience of writing 

FIR/complaint. Here the intern got 

realistic picture of all registers and 

paperwork that police do.    
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Greater Noida police station 

The intern encountered worst condition 

of police station here. One of the aspect 

that people get negative perception is 

due to pathetic condition of police 

stations. Frequent transfer of S.H.O.s 

was observed here.  

Women police station, Greater Noida 

Here the intern got to know the 

problems in women police station. 

There was unavailability of women for 

24 hour duty. Large number of the 

women doesn’t know about women 

police stations and more awareness 

should be created.    

  

Shakarpur police station  

The intern planned this visit to observe 

the difference in the working of Delhi 

police and UP police. Though visit didn’t 

provide much detail but first impression 

was much better than any police station 

visited under UP police. Women help 

desk, computer room was in working 

condition.  
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Lucknow control room  

This field visit provided important 

information and ground realities related 

to police control room (dial 100).It was 

working fine.  

1090 head office and pura kalandar 

police station 

Both visits were resourceful in knowing 

positive work by UP Police.1090 setup 

was excellent example of how police 

department can be professionalized. 

Pura Kalandar gave the intern an idea 

about rural police station.   

CHRI New Delhi office 

CHRI has worked on police reforms in 

different countries. Discussion with staff 

gave some good ideas about further 

proceedings in the project.  

Sector 20 police station 

 

(Public) 

The intern spent whole day amongst the 

public in and around police station to 

get the perception and problems faced 

by them.  
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2.4  Meetings and Interviews 

Date Name Designation  Institution Topic of Discussion 

04/06/14 Shri Anup singh 

Yadav  

CO(Bisrakh) UP police Constraints for the 

police 

04/06/14 Smt. Alaka Yadav  UP police Political pressure in 

registration of cases 

05/06/14 Smt. Rita Yadav S.H.O.(Noida

sector 20) 

UP police Resources and Human 

power 

06/06/14 Shri. Shahanazar 

Ahmed 

S.H.O.(Greate

r Noida) 

UP police Resources and Human 

power 

06/06/14 Smt. Laxmi Singh 

Chauhan  

S.H.O.(WPS) UP police Women Police stations 

25/06/14 Shri. Kailashnath 

Tiwari 

R.I. UP police Working of police 

control room 

25/06/14 Shri. N.K. Singh D.I.G.(CRPF 

Lucknow) 

UP police Armed police and its 

perception towards civil 

police 

26/06/14 Shri. Nilabja 

Choudhary 

D.I.G.(Faizab

ad) 

UP police Problems at higher 

authorities  

26/06/14 Shri Pratap 

Gopendra  

ASP & 

S.H.O.(Pura 

Kalandar) 

UP police Training at NPA and 

working situation 

26/06/14 Shri Nanda Army officer Indian Army What lacks in the police  
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than Indian army? 

27/06/14 Shri Raghvendra Project 

head(1090) 

UP police 1090 working head 

 

Please refer Appendix for details 
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3. Current NGO and Government Efforts 
 

No substantial work in improving perception done either by government or by 
NGOs. But NPC in the period 1977-81 turned up with its fourth report which states, 
‘Police public relations are in a very unsatisfactory state. Police partiality, 
corruption, brutality and failure to register cognizable offences are the most 
important reasons. Police do in fact harass even those people who try to help them. 
 
3.1 Some good recommendations from NPC 1977-81 4th report 
a) Vertical Communication in Police: Every policeman must develop an attitude 
of utmost courtesy and consideration towards members of the public who come to 
him for help. However, the manner in which police personnel at lower levels 
behave towards public is largely conditioned by the manner in which they are 
themselves treated by their own higher officers within the force. There is a 
simultaneous need for reform in behavior and conduct of police officers towards 
one another. 
b) Reporting centers:  Police outpost should be established and may write 
FIR/complaint, when information comes directly to them. In urban areas some 
local residents should be given authority to right a FIR, which will forward the 
same to the police. 
 
3.2 Prakash singh and others and the union of India and others 
Seven directives were passed by the Supreme Court, some of them related to the 
project are formation of state security council, minimum tenure of officials, 
separation of investigation from L&O, formation of police establishment board, 
Police complaint authority.SC asked all states to implement the seven directives. 
But most of the states denied it by giving some reasons. Those who have 
implemented it have already diluted it. 
        
3.3 Model police act, 2006 
Model police act was drafted to change the ancient police act of 1861. As its name 
suggest it was model for all states. But states took it as per their convenience. After 
lot of dilution by state agencies the efficiency and the intention was totally 
destroyed.       
 
3.4 CHRI India 
 
The aim of CHRI's India police program is to develop and disseminate police 

reform and accountability expertise, build civil society capacity to advocate for 

police reform and advice on police accountability, catalyze demand for police 

reform, particularly around the Supreme Court directives and the Model Police Act 

and to monitor government compliance with the Supreme Court directives. In 2006, 

CHRI facilitated a series of civil society consultation workshops across India, bringing the 

police reform debate to the community. Also in 2006, the programme sat on the 

government Police Act Drafting Committee, providing a critical human rights and civil 

society voice as a model law was drafted for India. CHRI also intervened in the Supreme 
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Court case Prakash Singh. CHRI continues to monitor compliance with the Supreme 

Court directives and to advocate for police accountability and reform around the 

Model Police Act and the directives. 
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4. Results and Discussions 
 

While going through the different acts, the intern has found that the definitions provided 

in the acts are very challenging to understand for common public. This creates the feeling 

that the law is very difficult to understand. So common public neither bothers about the 

law nor about their rights. To overcome this problem the intern with the help of his 

mentor has made these definitions simplified as follows:      

Offence 

Breach of law or rule or 
custom. 

Any act or omission 
made punishable by 
any law for the time 
being in force and 
includes any act in 
respect of which a 
complaint may be 
made under section 20 
of the 
CattletrespassAct, 
1871  

crime 

Subset of offence, 
related to natural or 
moral law. 

- 

case 

A specific occurrence 
or matter. 

- 

Civil case 

 The case seeking 
remedy with reference 
to the property and 
other civil rights given 
under any civil law. 

- 

Criminal case 

A case of breach of 
moral/natural law. 

- 
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Cognizable offence 

An offence for which, a 
police officer may, 
arrest without warrant. 

A offence for which a 
police officer may, in 
accordance with the 
First Schedule or under 
any other law for the 
time being in force, 
arrest without warrant 

Non-cognizable offence  

An offence for which, a 
police officer has no 
authority to arrest 
without warrant. 

An offence for which  a 
police officer has no 
authority to arrest 
without warrant 

Application 

Relates to a request. - 

complaint 

Relates to grievance Any allegation made 
orally or in writing to a 
Magistrate, with a view 
to his taking action 
under this Code, that 
some person, whether 
known or unknown, 
has committed 
an offence, but does 
not include a police 
report 

FIR 

It is the first 
information relating to 
the commission of a 
cognizable offence 
given to an officer-in-
charge of a police 
station in writing or 
reduced to writing(if 
given orally) signed by 
complainant. 

- 

Enquiry 

Collection of 
information by any 
person. 

- 
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Investigation 

Collection of evidences 
by authorized police 
officer. 

- 

Trial 

Appreciation of 
evidences by a criminal 
court. 

- 

 

 

4.1 Gap analysis 

Why don’t we register all the cases? 

a) Shortage of resources: Policing had been an ignored subject.  State spends 

only 2-3% of its total budget on police. Table 2 compares money spent by 

Delhi and UP for the year 2013. It can be easily inferred that very less 

amount is spent by UP on police. If we go in further in details it can be easily 

inferred that out of this small amount most of the money is allocated for 

wages. So how we can expect UP police to be up to date for the modern era. 

! Central funding is like flood water. It never concerns about small and petty 

expenses, in turn grow up to a big issue. Let’s say center gives money for 80 

new patrolling cars. Though it is good step, but where is money for drivers, 

fuel and maintenance? State government is already spending less then how 

it will accept this proposal, so best option in front state government remain 

is not accepting this money The intern has observed that in many police 

stations computers were present, but a place where electricity shows its 

appearance for only few hours digitalization of crime records will be just a 

day dream. This problem was hammered by police in the mobile theft cases. 

If police register a case then for investigation it has to be go through 

surveillance cell which is located in district place. That place has to handle 

huge number of cases per day, again resources shortage!  

b) Shortage of human power : How many of us want to join police? If you ask 

this question to a 3-5 year old boy, he will reply yes with a confidence. If we 

ask same question to the same boy after 10-15 years, he most probably say 

“no” with a two-three bad lines about the police. What so happened to the 

boy? Our society has divulged bad opinion and many negative perceptions 

about police. Same question was asked to a batch of 80-85 interns. These 
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was cream of cream from diverse background like engineering, economics 

,sociology and elite colleges like IITs, SRCC, St.Stephan’s etc. Only 2 hands 

were raised out which one was the intern. Table 3 shows human power 

shortage in UP police. Interesting fact is according to UN there should be a 

222 police per lakh population and in UP its almost 6 times more. UP police 

doesn’t have sufficient number of investigation officers. Investigation and 

L&O handled by same staff which moreover generates workload and 

inefficiency. The intern thinks that separation of above stated two wings 

will not solve the issue until we increase the strength. 

c) Frivolous cases: The intern noticed large amount of frivolous cases in field 

visits. Readers will laugh if the intern starts describing each. One was 

related to rain water disposal. A person came with Sarpanch and group of 

10-15 people. He said other person is intentionally disposing rain water in 

front of complainant’s house. It is obvious that water (clean rain water) will 

flow along the direction of slope but that person was insisting and giving it 

a communal touch! In India this how riots gets start! 

d) Pressure from seniors/ politicians: The intern thinks that unless you break 

your limitations, no one will pressurize you to do a favor. There is very less 

pressure from politicians until, case is related to them. It is saying in the 

police that, Har Koi Pahale Apni Naukari bachata Hai! This is unanswered 

question that whether above statement includes illegal actions also. 

 

                                                          

Why we try to show minimum crime? 

This question is as important as non-registration of crime. What is exactly 

minimization of crime? If you go the police station for a mobile theft case, police 

will direct you to submit application for missing. If in an incident a person beats 

another brutally with sticks, police will try to write it down as casual beating. 

Police says it helps them in showing minimum crime to all which reflects better 

policing. Now also, we check working of the police by no. of crimes. No. of cases 

solved as a parameter was done on the paper only. SHOs has to answer to seniors if 

crime record has been increased in their area. It may be a good sign that 

registration of cases has been better in that specific area but police department 

follows traditional way and put SHO responsible.  Here one more thing should be 

taken into consideration regarding missing report. Nowhere police is legalized to 

write down missing reports. Basically police department work for: 

1) Prevention of crime 

2) Detection of crime  
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So every work related to police comes under these headings. Missing report 

doesn’t fit in any of above two mentioned. But again it is case wise. Suppose 

parents come to police station stating that our child hasn’t returned back from 

school, so write down our FIR. This case may lead to kidnapping and missing 

report will become FIR in future. Opposite case may be a person goes to police 

station and states that someone stole my mobile. Person may just lose it and he is 

giving FIR. So police write down missing report, depending upon the case also. 
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 
 

 
a. Blank copies of FIR, lost report, missing report  should be kept at police 

stations desk 
 
Many times complainants don’t come with the prior application. Never is it 
expected by any law. Section 154 under CrPC says information can be given 
orally, but do police have adequate time to listen the whole story and ask 
again to note it down for each and every complainant? So the main concern 
behind this recommendation is registration of a case takes lot of time. To 
reduce this time intern has designed a model blank FIR which can be kept at 
police station desk just like banks have deposit and withdrawal slips. It was 
shocking to observe that police ask complainant to arrange for pen and 
paper to give the complainant in writing. To use it more effectively back 
side of this blank FIR can be used to spread the rights of citizen. Model is 
given   
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General complaint form 

Name of the Complainant 

 

Address of the Complainant 

 

Incident (in short) 

 

Date of the incident dd/mm/yy 

Time of the incident hh:mm 

Location of the incident (as specific as possible) 

 

Description of accused and name 

 

Witnesses 
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FIR 

Can be given 
orally 

No one can 
deny to write 

an FIR 

Submitted FIR 
should be read 

back and 
signed by 

complainant  
Immediately 

Only cognizable 
offence 

who knows 
the crime 
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b. Online portal for missing and lost report 
 

People come to the police station for minor reasons which not only waste their 
time but also increase the burden of the police force. Common practice is if you 
go with an application of lost report such as mobile, police will sign the 
application and give a carbon copy of the same. To bring ease in this process an 
online portal with adequate security measures so that no one files fake report 
can be started. Recently Delhi police has started similar portal. Link to the 
portal is    http://www.delhipolice.nic.in/register.html  
 
 
c. A  separate mechanism for regularly informing the complainant about the 

case 
 

Since the colonial rulers doesn’t want to give any information to the natives,  
ancient police act of 1861 doesn’t  prescribes anything to inform the 
complainant. Today also we continue with this practice. It can be understood 
from the police side that secrecy should be maintained in the investigation and 
every information cannot be shared. In the busy schedule of investigation 
officers public disturbs them several times regarding their complaint. Currently 
public has to visit the police station or contact concerned officer for this 
purpose. Feedback system possibly in both online and offline mode will cure 
this problem. This feedback will not give specific details of the case, but provide 
general events with estimated date for further procedures. Example  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

FIR lodged  

dd/mm/yyyy 

Investgation 
started  

dd/mm/yyyy 

Arrest made 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Tentaive 
dates  

Chargesheet  

dd/mm/yyyy 

http://www.delhipolice.nic.in/register.html
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d. Regulation of writing staff 

 
Writing staff is specially trained to handle all paperwork. This staff knows all IPC 
sections and helps in making the charge sheet. It is supposed that they should 
write down all FIRs and complaints and maintain GD without going into detail of 
the event. S.H.O. should be informed regularly and sign all reports. This is the ideal 
scenario. In reality writing staff consults the S.H.O. and beat officer before writing 
FIRs in the major crimes. This is not a wrong practice. But this creates pressure on 
writing staff before writing any record. Writing staff follow the S.H.O.’s order to 
save his job. Root of this problem lies in the point that, the writing staff is deployed 
permanently in a specific police station. To tackle this Writing staff should rotated 
in a district weekly or so. This will not only release the pressure on them but also 
create independency from other staff. This will be major step to boost the 
registration of the crime.  
 
 

e. Strictly restricting day officers to their work  i.e. Public handling 
 
When you enter police station, you MAY find a police officer sitting near entrance 
who will also approach you to ask about your grievance. Above line emphasize on 
the word may because it is idealistic situation. In many police stations where staff 
is less in number, this person gets other task like helping writing staff.  The intern 
has suggested not only restrict day officer to his duties but train them with soft 
skills to handle the public.         
 
 
 
 
 

f. Special team only to work with revenue department. 
 
Land disputes are major headache to the police. Tahasildar is supposed to be 
responsible for these matters. But public come to police as decision made by force 
is better than decision made by legal authority. Even police has to entertain this 
just to prevent further disputes and subsequent crimes. Wherever necessary this 
team will deal the land disputes and it can collaborate with revenue department. 
This will not consume existing force as even now many officers waste their 
working hours and energy to solve land disputes. 
    
          
 

g. Chapter should be drafted related to the police administration for 
secondary school students 

 
The philosophy of the school room in one generation will be the philosophy of 
government in the next. 
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Abraham Lincoln 
In an individual’s life, person encounters at least a single incident with the police 
and he judges whole police force on that. In difficult situation like crime, person 
easily gets panic. Over that if he/she does not what to do and how to do, strain 
level increases. In India we never get exposed to legal rights related to the police, 
leave the rest details like works that police do or its hierarchy. The intern with his 
another co-intern has tried to draft a series of chapter for secondary school 
students. Draft is as follows 
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Civil Police: Introduction 

 
 Indigenous police system and British era changes  
 Introduction to hierarchy  
 Task of the police  
 Maintaining the Law and Order  
 Registration and Investigation of the Crime  
 VIP duties  
 For what reasons you can approach the Police and how?  

 
 

Civil Police: Legal education 
 

 FIR and complaints  
 Arrest and bail  
 Interrogation  

 
 

Civil Police: Case study 
 

 Case study: how it proceeds till final verdict  
 Cognizable case  
 Non-cognizable case  
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h. Legal awareness amongst the public should be improved by regularly 
informing them through workshops, social media, NGOs 

 
Today we lack in literacy. Here literacy is in all sense, including legal knowledge. 
Though our literacy rate is just reaching 75 %, it is matter of concern that how 
many of these 75 % people know their legal rights, even basic rights such as u can 
ask for warrant when police comes to arrest you. The intern thinks that if a person 
is a aware citizen and know his rights, he will never pay bribe. To execute this at 
rural level Gramsabhas are best place where large population can be taught. In 
industrial areas big companies can be targeted. Now days CSR becoming emerging 
area. What we can do is involve CSR in organizing workshops and trainings for the 
public. School Assemblies is best place to encourage students for their legal rights. 
CHRI has taken many initiatives in public awareness. Their publications are simple 
and lucid, which can be understood by anyone.            
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6. Suggestions for future work 
 

 In limited time span, only few things were considered. The intern has considered 

only registration of offence and its public perception. Public perception regarding 

police is a huge topic, which is influenced by investigational procedures; arrest and 

interrogation etc. so similarly this can be covered in future work. A proper survey 

was passed over because of outcomes from pilot survey. In future work, only 

survey can be done with different strata of population as sample set. Though intern 

has discussed how to improve public awareness about legal rights, it can be done 

in detail.       
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7. Conclusion  
 

 As far as concluding for the final term is concerned, I think I have achieved 

the objectives of my project as planned. 

 The current scenario in the public about the FIR/complaints is same as 

gossip about the unwatched movies. 

 

 There are many reasons for negative perceptions like strong influential 

media, few bad incident, wicked Personal experience, rumors, lack of legal 

awareness even among well-educated section of society. 

 

 

 Specifically society is facing non-registration of crime, Delay in the 

investigation, Harassment at the time of registration of case, Corruption for 

writing a complaint which in turn generating lack of faith in the public 

about the police. 

 

 The current system of police is more or less similar to colonial police which 

can be inferred from the acts and regulations we use today. 

 

 

 The police itself facing lot of problems such as lack of resources and 

manpower, pathetic working environment and long working hours, 

additional non-authorized work. 

 

 There is huge gap between public and police which is necessarily filled up 

to improve policing. 

 

 

 Recommendations discussed above will start progress in improving 

situation. 
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9. Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

 

Date: June 6, 2014 

Time: 2:15 PM 

Person: Sub-inspector 

Duration of Discussion: 30 minutes 

Discussion: 

 He says that people don’t respect police in the same manner as they did 20 

years before. Now people don’t even fear to conduct crime in front of them. 

 People are ill-treated in tehsildar’s office but people don’t point out that 

because of personal interest in the proceedings. 

 They are on duty for 24 hours and are still expected to work with patience. 

The uniform of police doesn’t make them super human to work with same 

speed and efficiency without any incentive. 

 Family time is difficult to spot out. 

 Every other person looks with doubtful sight and hesitates to talk in 

normal manner. 

 The barracks are meant to live but there condition is so adverse that even 

breathing is tough. The constables adjust in very inhuman conditions. 

Animals enter the rooms and bathrooms are in so vulnerable condition that 

they can’t be used in rainy seasons. Even mess is not available in the 

barracks. 

 No arrangements for shady place to stand, pure water to drink and still 

public expects a cool and calm treatment from sepoy standing right under 

the burning sun for hours. 

 Only public expectation is taken care of, aren’t police people part of human 
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society? 

 Many a times it happens so that the police officer returns from VIP duty and 

he is informed about fresh crime, he rushes there. After returning someone 

get to that police official with some problem and expects instant action. 

This is bit difficult to provide with less manpower. 

 New recruitments in police department are full of qualified people with 

better communication skills as a consequence brotherhood may have 

increased. 

 The change has begun, but it will take time to adopt modern techniques. 

Providing emergency service by dialling “100” is also good initiative. 

 Police is not independent; it drives as it is driven by government. Even 

policemen working at lower ranks see forward for change in the deadly 

system from higher and young authorities. 

 Police are working like arms with trigger monitored by external force, 

treated as machines, no praise, no comfort, not enough salary to survive 

with daily hike in prices of basic commodities. 

 

Date: June 27, 2014 

Time: 10 AM 

Person: ASP Faizabad 

Duration of Discussion: 4 hours 

 

We went to the officer’s police station in Pura Kalandar, Faizabad. It was as 

expected in the midst of a less developed area where the infrastructure of the 

police station was dead clear as soon as we entered through its gate. Sir took us for 

a tour of his police station and explained us the reason for the existence of various 

departments. Further, observing the police public interface for around three to 

four hours led us to the following conclusions: 

 The cases were brought up mostly by the lower middle or the lower class of 

the society meaning that the problems really lie with them and not the 

upper middle or the upper class 
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 None of the cases (not even a single one of them) was related to the 

complaints that a police officer has to handle, but all of them were 

something which if the police won’t deal with, would consequent into police 

cases. 

 For ex: A case where a man came to the police station for rain water 

disposal. He was allegedly saying that other person is forcefully disposing 

rain water in front complainant’s house. This short turned into big issue 

when complainant involved local leader for not supporting him.  

 The police might also straight forwardly neglect such cases, but since there 

is an uproar amongst the general public with cases related to rapes and 

murders of women (thanks to the media), police has to forcefully look into 

each and every case of women protection. 

 The other cases were in general land disputes where all the police could do 

was call for the presence of both the parties so that they would mutually 

lead to a compromise solving the problem. 

 In general, the police took up or tried to solve each and every case. In spite 

of lack of man power the constables were sent to various disputed areas to 

have a look into the cases (though it was the duty of the lekhpal or the land 

authority to deal such cases). 

 There are a few complainants that would never reach a status quo with the 

police and they have been coming to the station since a year and a half. The 

police is tired of dealing with such people. It pleads for the awareness 

amongst the people to be improved. 

 It might be possible that the lower officers (constabulary force) misbehave 

with the general in public i.e. on streets or markets. Such behaviour comes 

only due the temperament that the officers have i.e. to report to their higher 

authorities and not act as a public friend. For ex. the constable who left us to 

a taxi, shouted at the driver unnecessarily to ensure our comfort. This was 

only due to the instructions that he got from the A.S.P. that we kids should 

have a comfortable journey. 
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Date: June 25, 2014 

Time: 9:30 AM 

Person: DGP (Retired) 

Duration of Discussion: 4 hours 

  

Some important points he brought to our notice were: 

  Budget Allocation: Total budget allocated to the Police department is almost 2-

3% of the total government budget. The government generally doesn’t pay much 

attention as it does not give them direct benefits. 

  Grants given by state government and central government: If the central 

government gives 100 crores to the state government .It is mandatory to the state 

government that according to the category of the state, it has to invest certain 

amount for the same purpose. It imposes restriction on state government which 

results in reluctance by the state government on amount to be spend. 

  Job security: Naturally every officer tries to secure his job, which sometimes 

restricts his/her freedom of decision making. 

  There is difference between act and directives. Act is mandatory to the certain 

areas, while the directives are not mandatory. In the case of Prakash Singh 

(Former DGP), Supreme Court has given directives and state governments are 

supposed to follow them. 

 

Date: June 25, 2014 

Time: 9:30 AM 

Person: DIG CRPF 

Duration of Discussion: 1 hour 
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We started our discussion with the origin and the basics of the CRPF. The aim 

behind continuing with such force was central government should have its own 

reserve force, which will aid the state governments in critical situations (Formerly 

known as Crown Representative Force).As the police is state subject the motto of 

the CRPF is to help out the civil force by working with them cooperatively. When 

given specifically, CRPF has more power to control the situation.(e.g. North Eastern 

states, J&K).He believes that special power acts are necessary to maintain law and 

order in critical areas. As he has been working with civil police, his experience can 

be composed as: 

 In comparison with the civil police, CRPF staff faces more instability in 

family life. 

 CRPF is expected to be more prompt than the civil police, despite of the 

acute shortage of the resources. 

 There prevails no considerable vacancy in CRPF staff. 

 The role of media: case of Aap Ki Adaalat. 

 There is dire need of NGO, which should interact and counsel public. 

 Youth should be inculcated with the ethics which are lagging currently. 

Making youth sensitive will help in reducing the crime rate. 
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                  Lack of staff, the constables has to manage menial works 
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Ceased vehicles near police staion :pathetic working conditions  
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Police attending public under tree. 
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Appendix A 

 

Table 1: pendency of cases by different state police 
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TABLE 2.1 -- TOTAL BUDGET FOR STATE, POLICE EXPENDITURE AND 
EXPENDITURE ON POLICE TRAINING FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2012-13 
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TABLE 2.2--INCREASE /DECREASE IN TOTAL POLICE EXPENDITURE AND 
TRAINING EXPENDITURE AS COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS YEAR AND 
PERCENTAGE THEREOF 
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TABLE 2.3 -- AMOUNT OF MODERNISATION GRANT MADE AVAILABLE TO THE 
POLICE IN FINANCIAL YEAR 2012-13 BY THE CENTRAL & STATE GOVERNMENTS 
ANDTOTAL AMOUNT UTILISED THEREOF 
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TABLE 3.1-BASIC POLICE DATA (STATE/UT-WISE) - AS ON 1.1.2013 
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Table 3.2 POPULATION PER POLICEMAN / COMPARATIVE AREA OF 
RESPONSIBILITY/TRANSPORT FACILITY PER 100 POLICEMEN - AS ON 1.1.2013 
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TABLE 3.3-SANCTIONED AND ACTUAL STRENGTH OF TOTAL POLICE FORCE-AS 

ON 1.1.2013 
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TABLE 3.4--REPRESENTATION OF SCHEDULED CASTES (SCs) VIS-A-VIS %age OF 
RESERVATION FOR SCs APPROVED BY THE GOVT IN THE POLICE FORCE - AS ON 
1.1.2013 
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“The highest measure of democracy is neither the 

‘extent of freedom’ nor the ‘extent of equality’ but 

rather the highest measure of participation.” 

- A.D. Benoist 

 

Rakshak Foundation creates awareness domestically 

and internationally about the rights and responsibilities of citizens 

towards the society and state. Rakshak engages in and supports social 

and scientific research on public policy and social issues. 

 

 

     GET INSPIRED               IDENTIFY YOUR PASSION           GET INVOLVED 

 

Email: secretary@rakshakfoundation.org 

Website: www.rakshakfoundation.org 

Disclaimer: This report is an outcome of a student project and the content of this report represents the views of its author. 

Neither the report nor any of its parts represent the views of  Rakshak Foundation and/or any of its affiliates and officials in 

any capacity whatsoever. The figures and facts used in the report are only suggestive and cannot be used to initiate any legal 

proceedings against any person or organization. However, the author shall be extremely grateful to acknowledge any 

inaccuracies in the report brought to author’s notice. Please email your suggestions/concerns to:  hr@rakshakfoundation.org] 


